same writer suggested that his exalted position "would be less disturbing if [the left] did not simultaneously try to portray him as its Moses 6 ". Throughout his varied career this capacity to inspire and enrage was O'Brien's hallmark -whether it was his first appearance on the national political stage at a Labour Party conference in 1938 when he was howled down for his criticisms of General Franco, or his vilification in the English press at the time of his recall from Katanga in the Congo in 1961. Subsequently he became an established figure in post-colonial debates in the UK, and anti-Vietnam protests in New York. But it was with his return to Ireland in the late 1960s, his election as a Labour Party TD and elevation to his position as Minister for Posts and Telegraphs in 1973 that he truly divided opinions. In that era he became the scourge of the Provisional IRA and the censor not just of journalists but of the nation's history. His defeat in the 1977 election removed him from the political arena proper but in no way did it silence him 7 . If anything his interventions became more vociferous, to the point that he was described by one Fianna Fáil minister as "an intellectual terrorist 8 ".
O'Brien and all things French 3
And yet over time Ireland's own view of its history, its nationalism, and ultimately its associations with Britain and Northern Ireland, all rowed in behind O'Brien's original points. We can begin to substantiate such a lofty claim by returning to O'Brien's inner musings and to look at the role all things French had in the formation of these. The depth of this is hinted at in Playing the Harlot, a roman-a-clef by the late writer Patricia Avis about her life and relationships with a string of notable lovers (including Richard Murphy and Philip Larkin). In it she penned a barely disguised portrait of O'Brien whom she had a brief affair with in the mid-1950s. She gives the O'Brien character a disfigured arm and makes him a Scotsman, but in all other details the portrayal is vividly accurate. O'Brien comes across as a memorable and driven character who studied through his evenings and holidays, was ruthless in his diplomatic position and ran up large debts. In terms of his worldview there is a clear indication of his patriotic fervour which would be correct for the O'Brien of that era (fresh from his anti-partition propaganda activities), but also of a desire to bypass England and go straight to France for its political and intellectual direction : "He talked about freedom like a Frenchman, about justice, order and anarchy, and just occasionally, about Scotland, which he would, she suspected like to see attached (in a highly liberal fashion) to France, if anywhere 9 ."
4
This strong affinity for France wasn't simply a reflexive anti-Englishness, but a Francophile streak which had been in his family background for the previous two generations. His grandfather the MP David Sheehy and his grand-uncle the 'Land League priest' Eugene Sheehy were both educated in France and Belgium. O'Brien's mother Kathleen Sheehy and her other sisters, most notably Hanna Sheehy Skeffington, had all lived and studied in Amiens. The Amiens link was again taken up in the next generation, both by O'Brien's cousin Owen Sheehy Skeffington, who married into the recipient family, and O'Brien himself, who spent several summers there. It was the beginning of a lifelong passion for French culture and the French language. Both his wives referred to his fondness for holding forth in French and interspersing his talk with his "Gallicisms" or "Conor's French noises". In addition to O'Brien's fondness for inserting himself into his prose he can also claim consistency in a determination to be seen as a writer. To write professionally was a clear childhood objective, and whatever the subject matter or the flux in his views over the years, the thread of writing was always there. From a very early age there seems to have been a happy mix between a physical compulsion and something like an almost spiritual urge to write : it is there in his mother's letters describing her four year old tapping away at the typewriter and it is there also in his college diary with its almost exalted mumbling that "it is good to write words with a pen." From the same diary we can tell he has a keen desire to become a professional writer. However, after having his poetry rebuffed by Seán O'Faoláin -"killed by Cork realists" as he memorably put it -he endeavoured to make his way in the world through the various avenues of journalism, literary criticism, and history. Remarkably he attempted all three endeavours simultaneously, at the cost, it seems in retrospect, of his marriage. In offering a reason for their marital break-up, his first wife remarked that "Conor was always writing", adding, rather magnanimously, that "Conor was incapable of writing a bad sentence 14 ". 10 For this reason Michelet is, in O'Brien's view, an inherently honest historian. Yet he goes on to say that to call Michelet "an honest historian would be only a play on words unless he is also found honest in relation to the facts, unless he consistently relates events which do not suit his thesis 17 ". At this point O'Brien makes a distinction between Michelet as historian of the Revolution, and Michelet as historian of the general events outside the Revolution. In the former, he is "remarkably honest, because he is anxious to be just to all parties, is acutely concerned and even torn by their disputes 18 ". In the case of the latter, he clearly fails, because for Michelet "international relations is hardly more historical than a Punch-and-Judy show". For O'Brien, Michelet's critics have however insisted on this aspect too much. Surely he should be considered on the basis of the bulk of his work. In writing as he did Michelet ignored the point of view of the enemies of the Revolution because he was too busy trying to understand the revolutionaries' concerns and psychology. When viewed on this basis alone, Michelet manages to be just and skilful to all parties. By way of riposte, O'Brien taxes the scientific historians with themselves being prone to the very same emotionalism. O'Brien points to one critic who found Michelet's attitude to Robespierre and his cohorts "positively repulsive", who could not comprehend Michelet's "sentimentality about the bloody maniacs." Another example relates to those historians who blame Michelet for "'helping to form the intellectual background of French communism'" This, as O'Brien neatly points out, is one of those unscientific lapses into "judgements from the standpoint of today 19 ".
11 Ultimately, O'Brien contrasts the two types of history. "History-as-science" is seen as a "sedative, leading to the resignations of agnosticism". "History-as-art on the contrary is a stimulant, enriching and embittering contemporary conflicts 20 ". The explanation of Michelet's passionate involvement is to be located in the simple cultural difference between the French view (seeing their historians as themselves involved in the historic process), and the Anglo-Saxon or Nordic critic who sniffs at such emotionalism. The conundrum for O'Brien is that :
In practice the man who believes himself to be prepared to modify his opinions in accordance with the evidence cannot help interpreting the evidence in accordance with his opinions. If he is scrupulous the dilemma will paralyse him The real significance, and the source of the appeal, of the work of this period (the forties) is not one of revolt but one of affirmation. To a generation which saw no reason for hope it offered hope without reason. It offered a category the absurd -in which logical, psychological, philosophical, and even social and political difficulties could be encapsulated and it allowed the joy of being alive, in the presence of death, to emerge. It was neither a revolutionary message, nor a specially moral one; but it was a singularly sweet and exhilarating message to a whole generation who were also pleased to think of itself as revolutionary and moral. I belonged to that generation and if I scrutinise that message now with the wary eyes of middle age, I am no less grateful for having received it in my youth 23 . 16 From the frankness and honesty of it, we can say that Camus had a profound effect upon O'Brien both intellectually and emotionally. We can also note that O'Brien's primary concern was for a considerable time bound up with somehow trying to be both "revolutionary and moral"; a proper compass one might suggest for an intellectual, if an ill-fitting one for an academic and less still for a civil servant. ") The second chapter on Camus, The Plague, deals with La Peste, which for O'Brien is an allegorical sermon on reactions to Nazism. O'Brien sees a flaw in the novel in that Camus fails to recognise that Nazism is also a form of colonialism. For O'Brien, the irony is that although the action takes place in Oran in Algeria, the Arab population and an appreciation of the French treatment of Algerians is entirely absent. O'Brien points out that Camus never included the native Algerians in his fiction. Although the Arab quarters are mentioned, they are never visited and play no role in the story. O'Brien surmises that this oversight encapsulates Camus's attitude to the colonial predicament :
Eight years after the publication of La Peste the rats came up to die in the cities of Algeria, with the eruption of the boils and pus that had been working inwardly in the society, and this eruption came precisely from the quarter where the doctor, and by implication Camus, never looked. The source of the plague is what we pretend is not there and the preacher himself is already, without knowing it, infected by the plague 25 . 18 According to O'Brien, in the immediate years after the Second World War Camus was "the most brilliant and influential figure on the non-communist left in France." Through his works he had come to represent a figure of Godless holiness, and to be seen by some as the archetype of the "just man". O'Brien's interest lies in taking a contrary vein to the lionised view of Camus. He begins by pointing out that Camus had initially been highly sceptical of forms of anti-communism, a view O'Brien shared. As the war grew more distant, Camus increasingly focused his attention on the threat of violence to the state and society. His reaction to this began to take an expressly anti-communist form. As O'Brien says, he "grows to forget 26 " his distrust of political anti-communism. Against the backdrop of the beginnings of the Cold War, revelations of Stalinist practices, and a blurring of the truth on behalf of both communist and anti-communist camps, Camus came to the viewpoint that "lies and violence have their home with communism because it is legitimised by a philosophy of history 27 ". This was to be expanded upon in his essay L'Homme Revolté. 19 The publication in 1951 of L'Homme Revolté, with its formulation that "violence and lies have their home in Communism 28 ", led to the famous split between Sartre and Camus. However, this split was to magnify with their diverging responses to crises in Indo-China, Suez, Hungary, and ultimately the Algerian war. In these situations, the implications of Camus's estrangement from the left can be seen. Sartre's position was that Frenchmen who hated terror and oppression -the "lies and violence" that were obsessing Camusshould turn their attention first to their own war : Indo-China and after the French capitulation at Dien Bien Phu, Algeria. It is this question of priority, psychological as well as political, that came to press most heavily on Camus. Innocuous as it may sound, it is only when viewed in the light of the actual situations that this choice of priority came to be paralysing :
Camus's position in the fifties was one of extreme intellectual and emotional difficulty and tension. He had written about freedom, justice, violence, and revolt in abstract terms and asserted principles which he presented as both of fundamental importance and universal application. He never altogether abandoned this language and he continued to write about politics in the tones of a severe moralist. Yet his actual positions were political and partisan. The violence of the Hungarian rebels and of the Anglo-French expedition in Egypt raised no problems. It was 'violence on the right side' : precisely the logic he rejected on the grounds of a rigorous morality, in relation to revolutionary violence. Freedom was an absolute for the Hungarians and their violence in asserting their will 'to stand upright' was 'pure'. The violence of the Algerian Arabs, who thought that they were making the same claim, was 'inexcusable' and the nature and degree of the freedom to be accorded to them was a matter to be decided by France, in the light of its own strategic needs -a plea which was irrelevant when made by Russia In the anti-hero Clamence, Camus produces an artistic response to his own political quandary. He manages in a way to close the circle with his estranged relationship with Algeria in a manner that is personally compelling for O'Brien's own political quandary. Camus "faces his dilemma between mother and justice with unmatched imaginative integrity 33 ". Camus's defection was "a defeat for an entire generation", and a political move that led many to "feel horror at the moral capital of La Peste supporting Algerian repression 34 ". Yet as O'Brien points out "it was in the very personal circumstances of Camus's life that this choice had to be made. And although Sartre's choice in defending the Algerian cause, involved the risk of his life, Camus's choice was the harder for it involved his entire life's moral, emotional, and intellectual capital 35 ". there are problems with the validity of the parallel 36 . Northern Ireland is not Algeria. The analogy could possibly hold in the Anglo-Irish war period, when it was a case of two historic entities, and a process of decolonisation. However, in 1970s Ireland, with three governments, two of these at varying stages in the process of decolonisation, and with different claims being put forward, it is a little harder to see an analogy with the Algerian colony's fight for independence. Even if we allow the parallel, O'Brien's relation with Northern Ireland is not similar to Camus's with Algeria. For O'Brien to claim the mantle of Camus -interestingly a thing he never did -he would have had to be a London based Northern Protestant. 23 If O'Brien's writings up to 1970 were to be examined, taking into account his role as antipartition propagandist and anti-colonialist, his choice of mother would lead to one of active support for the nationalists in Northern Ireland (he was approached in 1969 to run for the seat which Bernadette Devlin ultimately won). However, there is an equally valid but alternative reading of the choice of mother. This suggests that if O'Brien chose the familial over the universal, like Camus, there are strains within O'Brien's intellectual inheritance that he needed to choose between. O'Brien carries conflicting arguments within himself, which are almost antithetical. In his particular case we can make an argument that O'Brien's task was to choose between "mother" and "father". I would argue that he ultimately chose "father". This implied a more selective assessment of his past, with a conscious privileging of his father Francis Cruise O'Brien's agnostic and cosmopolitan traits over the Catholic and nationalist Sheehy part on his mother's side. The ethos of past revolution, the philosophy of history, the specific language and accusations about violence and lies deriving from past precedent, however well they fit, however apposite they may now sound to Ireland in the wake of O'Brien's critique from the 1970s, all initially came from Camus and especially L'Homme Revolté. 28 At present there is some awareness of the influence of Camus in O'Brien's development, although this still revolves around one reading, which is the mother-justice choice 42 While O'Brien might consciously or otherwise have adopted Camus's critique and to an extent tried to borrow his mantle of the just man (before being exasperated with the opprobrium it brought him and threw it away with some well timed detonations in 1970s Ireland), they are very different writers. Despite O'Brien's attempt to base his critique on Camus, there are significant differences in their manner of conceiving the world. While Camus is described as "hardly a philosopher at all", he shows that he is not only conversant with all the philosophers of his time and before, but that he is acutely interested in the intellectual capital behind the events. He may view things historically, but it is only to provide a scheme for his probing of the thoughts that concern him. O'Brien on the other hand is profoundly historical. While interested in the notions in people's heads, the results of this probing are used to inform his historical conception. Possibly the most basic difference between the two intellectuals is simply that of originality. Camus is an artist, O'Brien is a critic. Camus conjures up provocative solutions, while portraying people and problems which pervade and endure. While he may reach his metaphysical position of hope through intelligence, the inspiration which guides it, and the aspirations contained within, rely on a rare perception informed by pure intuition. O'Brien, who is no less intelligent, gets nowhere similar. There is exhortation but it rings hollow. The positions of eminent worth are derived from others. The tone is of prohibitive ethics, the scope is limited, its substance negative.
Conclusion
31 This is not a criticism. Readers can determine for themselves the value of O'Brien's oeuvre. They may make their own decision regarding its provenance, and according to their own tastes judge its originality. They should not, however, have doubts as to its effectiveness. If the limited scope does not make for art or permanence, it found its audience. The ethical stance was necessary when the civic notions of the public were being appealed to over the more attractive allure of sentiment and history. The negativity arose naturally out of the context, and perhaps also from the innate pessimism of O'Brien. Ultimately it is the fuel of that pessimism, a particularly personal tragedy that a true portrayal of O'Brien must return to.
32 While the rancour of some engagements in the public domain still lingers, there is no doubt as to the importance of his "activities" in the long term. An obituary of O'Brien in the Irish Times saluted his overall achievement with the view that while his political career "looms largest in recent Irish memory, his critical, cultural and historical activities form part of a lasting legacy 43 ". But in bringing the three threads of his life's activity together it is important to bear in mind the caveat about O'Brien which I mentioned at the beginning, which is the presence of the personal in the writings of this intellectual. So much of his perspective was governed by the early family influences which shaped him irrevocably. In this case there is no doubt but that the child became father to the man. As one critic put it his perceptions were enhanced because "he understood Ireland's 'ancestral voices' intimately 44 ". This was the source of the strength of O'Brien's insights. His best books, Parnell and his Party, States of Ireland, some would argue The Great Melody, but above all Camus, are so powerful precisely because he applies to them the lesson that his own life taught him -we cannot escape what we have come from. Whether it was drinking deep from the intellectual wells of his youth, penetrating into the true social reality behind Camus, or "enriching and embittering contemporary conflicts" with "history-as-art", it was his life's irony that the intellectual and his 'matter', the hunter and his quarry, would live cheek by jowl.
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